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DATELINE - Zen recently announced that it has achieved the Amazon Web Services (AWS) Service Delivery

designation for Amazon Elastic Cloud Compute (EC2) for Windows Server, recognising that the business

reduces customer deployment efforts by identifying the most appropriate configuration from cost,

performance, security, reliability and management perspectives for their Windows-based applications.



Achieving the Amazon EC2 for Windows Server designation differentiates Zen as an AWS Partner Network

(APN) member that provides specialised demonstrated technical proficiency and proven customer success in

delivering Amazon EC2 for Windows Server. To receive the designation, APN Partners must possess deep AWS

expertise and deliver solutions seamlessly on AWS.



“Zen is proud to be an Amazon EC2 for Windows Server Partner,” said John Lyons, Zen’s head of cloud

and hosting. “Over the past five years, we’ve focused on designing, building and deploying Microsoft

workloads on AWS, helping businesses to utilise the agility, breadth of services and pace of innovation

that AWS provides.”



AWS is enabling scalable, flexible and cost-effective solutions from startups to global enterprises. To

support the seamless integration and deployment of these solutions, AWS established the AWS Service

Delivery Program to help customers identify APN Consulting Partners with deep expertise in delivering

specific AWS services.



Zen’s accredited architects and engineers are experts in helping businesses to migrate their Microsoft

workloads to AWS, designing, managing and continuously evolving highly scalable, secure and dynamic

environments for applications running on Windows Server.



ENDS

For further information:

Please contact Martyn Basierak, head of marketing, Zen Internet. martin.basierak@zeninternet.co.uk 01706

902000.



Editor’s Notes

Zen Internet is a telecommunications and internet service provider (ISP), providing a full range of data,

voice, hosting and infrastructure services to homes and businesses across the UK. 



Zen provides its customers with the capabilities they need to communicate, collaborate and thrive in a

highly-connected world, all supported by a highly robust and resilient independent network.



The company delivers excellent customer service and technical support. Zen has won many awards for

excellent services including PC Pro’s Best Internet Service Provider, the UK IT Industry Award for

Services Company of the Year, a UK Customer Experience Silver Award for Technology & Telecoms, and was

recently named a Which? Recommended Provider for Broadband Services.
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Zen also provides business-grade broadband, Ethernet and data services for a wide range of large business

and corporate customers.



Zen Internet employs more than 400 staff and last year (2017) generated revenues of £63.5m.



Zen is a Sunday Times 100 Best Companies To Work For.
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